
     Zeniazul II, Surprising ground floor
apartment with private heated pool and
garage
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Ramon Gallud, 171, Torrevieja 03182
  http://www.talmarproperty.com/

  

Beautiful ground floor apartment in a contemporary style with a modern
and elegant design, with 3 bedrooms (one of them with an en-suite

  Ref. N:4-AP-356/1267
€ 277 000

Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms : 2
S: 93m2

  Design and Interior
built-in wardrobes
Furniture

  Layout and decoration
Air conditioner
Storage room

  Territory
Elevator
Public swimming pool

  Distance
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bathroom and access to the terrace), 2 bathrooms with shower, a
kitchen in the living room, fully equipped with electrical appliances,
spacious living room with plenty of light and "THE SURPRISE" a huge
front terrace with a private heated swimming pool, a patio and an
original summer kitchenette, a shower and storage room. On both sides
of the terrace you have a glassed in area, for storage or vinter garden.
This rinsed apartment has been designed for the comfort of its owners,
and its perfect for living there all year around, or to enjoying your
holidays.~~Thanks to the south facing orientation on this apartment it
has lots of light and sunshine. It is sold equipped with electrical
appliances and a garage space included at the price. The apartment is
equipped with air conditioned by conductor, electric shutters and
electrical outlets and floor heating in both bathrooms.~~From the
terrace of the apartment we can directly access the residential areas
with a communal swimming pool, park with bbq and sports areas.
Zeniazul is a modern urbanization in Zenia, Orihuela Costa, rodeado de
zonesas verdes and al mismo tiempo rodeado of all the services like the
emblematic commercial center Zenia Boulevard open all the year with
shops, supermarkets, bars, different restaurants ect . And only 900mt to
the beaches of the area, that can be enjoyed with the privilege of living
on the seashore without renunciation of nature.~
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